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This thesis began with an observation within an environment of quite the 
mundane.  The observation drew upon curiosity of certain connections 
that were generated toward a painting that was place within the con-
fines of this space.  Form this observation an idea was generated toward 
the understanding of the relationship between an environment and what 
that means to the materiality and activity conducted within that environ-
ment.  This exploration tries to gain an understanding toward the ideas 
of art and architecture and what that means to house the two concepts 
together.  Upon an observation for a museum, is there a way to connect 
the architecture to the art or the art to the architecture.  This proposal 
focused on cubism as the catalyst and shares the ideologies of the Italian 
Renaissance Garden as a means to express place.  The architecture falls 
somewhere in the middle of these two art forms trying to tie each ex-
pression into one overall experience.
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 “It’s become this kind of catch all. Like I say 
I’m a sculpture and I do as much video and photogra-
phy installation and performance.

 There is a moment when I’m making the 
object and it’s like the rolls change.  The object starts 
to make me, and then I know I’m getting nearly 
there. And then I think, well if it can change me, then 
maybe in my wildest dreams, it could have some kind 
of effect on a viewer.  That’s an interesting process 
because it’s the process of surrendering to the 
object. Its like your imposing ideas on the object and 
all of the sudden the object is like, “hey I want to be 
this.”  And if you have enough courage and enough 
sensitivity to listen, you kind of let the dialogue go 
back and forth between you and the material.

The Catch All
Janine Antoni

contemporary process artist

What if you make an object that takes the viewer to 
complete.  You leave a space within the object for 
the viewer to exist, for the viewer to make the con-
nections.  That seems incredibly powerful. 
 
 I would say in some ways an object is 
never finished, but as a maker I’m just thinking of 
my trajectory, my vision, my ideas, I’m not thinking 
about theses finite things. I’m attacking the same 
problems from all these different angles and I never 
feel like I complete solve the problems. So in that 
way it’s never finished. 
 
 I would like to see it have a real effect on 
our lives. I would love it to stop the war.  I have high 
aspirations for what sculpture can do.  I mean there 
are no limits. For me sculpture is the hardest thing I 
can do.  I think that’s why I am so attracted to it.
I think the experience of art is about coming back 
into our bodies and being embodied.  I am inter-
ested in making an object that slows things down 
enough for you to become incredibly aware of all 
your sense.  I think that’s the thing about sculpture, 
it can engage all of the senses.”
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 “I think if you’re talking about sculpture 
the main problem is how to levitate an object.  I’m 
almost one-hundred percent sure it’s impossible, but 
the chance that it’s not exists in just changing what 
the object is. But the major frustration in the studio 
when I’m trying to do something is the fact that I 
can’t make something levitate.  If I am thinking about 
a free standing thing, that’s kind of the only thing I 
want to do to it.
 
 I don’t really believe in accidents or ran-
domness. I think is about being able to catch things 
as they are coming thru.  Catch them and gently 
turn them over.  I think there is a certain awareness 
or desire to be aware of what is there and what is 
coming thru without forcibly accreting  anything 
necessarily in the process, I think part of that might 
also be something I need to convince myself of to be 
able to work.  I can’t approach it as, I need to make 
a work of art, how can that be done. It’s more like I 
have eight or 10 years now of materials and I’m not 
willing to throw anything away cause I can’t fathom 
the thought of more junk being buried in the earth. 
I need to build a new shelf to consolidate this stuff 
and in the process of a pathetic attempt to build a 
shelf and things getting knocked over and falling and 
reconsolidating its putting the whole thing through a 
sieve again and again to try to extract whatever juice 
is left from that decade of processing.  
 

The Desire to be Aware

Gedi Sibony
art sculpture

 I don’t necessarily want the objects to be 
scrutinized.  I don’t want them to take up space in 
your visual field. I want them to expand the field of 
the space of the experience. I want them to inhabit 
and create.  If there is detail in something then it has 
to function in a place and in a way where it absorbs 
attention is appropriate.  I want to keep people 
moving.  I don’t want it to sit, I don’t want it to have 
weight, I don’t want it to make eye contact with 
you, but I still want it to pass along its wisdom.  

 My job is basically to do something in a 
room, so the most logical place to begin is what’s 
that room? what’s it for, and what’s it feel like?  
There is an interest in architecture.  From earliest art 
history classes it was always the different churches 
and things that seemed so spectacular.  I sort of 
understood them more then the paintings maybe in 
some kind of way. I also think just because of what 
I’m good at and what I’m not good at.  It just ended 
up that way.  I’m not good at designing an object; 
I’m not good at making a series of decisions on a flat 
surface that’s compelling. I’m better at understand-

ing the spaces of a room, better at arranging.”  
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“You can’t forget it’s all about playing music. It’s not 
about what you can show people you can do with a piece 
of wood in your hands that has stings on it.  The idea is 
to make sounds that are good.   In music, that’s really so 
much about the relationships between different “things.” 
For me, if I’m sitting at home studying a particular guitar 
solo, it’s not enough for me to just learn the solo.  I have 
to make sure I understand the relationship between the 
notes that the lead player is playing and the chords that 
are being played behind it or the bass line that is being 
played behind it.  I think the fact that I take that approach 
to it comes out a lot in my soloing because I am often 
really absorbed in what the bass and the drums are doing 
and I am really thinking about trying to create dimension 
in relationship to that.  I’m not thinking in terms of, “oh 
good… they’re giving me a blank canvas and now I can go 
crazy over it.”  It’s more of a constant interaction with the 
other people playing.    
 
 On this album it was really important for me to 
do a lot of speeding up and slowing down.  A lot of people 
play sort of a straight up and down.  There is a 1/16 note 
grid that’s invisible and in general people play with a strict 
adherence to that. Even if they are people that don’t 
know anything about music. Sometimes, especially if they 
are people that don’t know anything about the technical 
side of music. They stick to that thing like they are in jail.  
They don’t go outside of it.  They don’t play slower than 
that, they don’t play faster than that. They don’t speed up 
and slow down. They play a series of notes, all of which 
more or less fall onto one of those 1/16 notes. 

 

Soloing Philosophy

John Frusciante
american guitarist/singer/songwriter/recording producer  

 The idea for a lot of the playing on this 
album was to go outside of that and not pay any 
attention to that at all. Even when I am playing 
things on time as far as 1/16 notes I’ll try to lay back 
on them or try and push forward on them.  If I’m 
doubling a guitar I don’t try to double them exactly.  
One of them is playing right on-time and the other 
one is playing a laid back version which creates a 
cool stereo effect.  I just didn’t want to be straight 
in anyway.  Chad and Flea did a lot of experimenta-
tion with me in the studio just playing in a style were 
the guitar is talking over the music and its finding 
its own grove in the music other then what the bass 
and the drums are laying down.   
 
 Making it so you’re just stretching time 
out; making time go faster and making time go 
slower. Playing games with it all the time and just 
trying to twist everything around, trying to bend the 
fabric of reality. It’s a lot easier to do with a guitar 
for me then it is with talking to somebody.”
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C O N T A I N E R,  content 
and Space as a Liner Experience 
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C a s e        S t u d i e s
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Merion, Pennsylvania
 Founder: Albert C. Barnes
 1922- present

 The Barns Museum is set up in a structural organizational matter.  It maybe one of 
the best cultural captures in the world.  Its’ content ranges from all parts of the world but 
are organized into categories; these categories range from different places, to different 
time periods.  Some areas of the museum are designed for to hold artifacts that compare or 
contrast each other.   

Barns Foundation
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Marfa, Texas
               Founder: Donald Judd
 1986 - present

 Located in Marfa, Texas, there are old air force hangers, 
which have been refurbished into an environmental conditions, 
which plays off of the content placed within.   The overall idea 
designed into the site is to allow the user to engage in one 
overall experience of art, architecture, and nature.

The Chinati Foundation/La Fundacion Chinatiti
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Detroit, Michigan
 Tyree Guyton, Sam Mackey
 1986-present

 The Heidelberg Project is a unique opportunity to experience art in a natural 
environment. Vanishing points within the project can be explored when the user 
position’s them-selves in a particular manner. A process of layering and proportion-
ing establishes a rich depth perception within the environment due to the place-
ment and color selections of the artifacts in the field of view.  

H e i d e l b e r g    Project
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The Springs, Long Island
 Peter Blake
 1949

 A museum for Jackson Pollock was never 
constructed but the environmental conditions 
designed by the architect and the artist would have 
allowed a user to experience the artists work in a 
different matter then traditional means.  The canvas 
paintings were the size of a wall and unframed.  This 
would allow the user to use the landscape of the 
exterior environment to frame the paintings. Mirrors 
and other light manipulating devices were designed 
into the plan allowing the user to interact in 3 
dimensional illusion that were connected to the two 
dimensional paintings.

Museum for Jackson Pollock
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A  r  t      M  e  d  u  i  m        

italian renaissance garden / cubism
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italian renaissance garden

The idea of the Italian Re-
naissance Garden is to take 
a viewer and allow them 
to enjoy the pleasures of 
the eye.  The gardens have 
been designed in a way 
that resembles landscape 
paintings,  which draws 
the eye to the horizon.  
What these gardens offer 
that paintings cannot is 
the ability for the user to 
become connected with 
nature.  They are able to 
hear the sounds of nature, 
smell the smells of nature, 
and taste the tastes of 
nature, all adding to a total 
experience of the place. 
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Manifested
late

15 Century

These gardens were 
based on the ideology 
of order, beauty and 
sight.  The gardens 
were held as places of 
contemplation or pure 
enjoyment due to their 
ability to provide 
sensory perception; 
sound, touch, smell, 
sight. 

Began in
Rome and Florance
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C  u  b  i  s  m 

Subject and environment are flattened and 
broken down into their simplest Forms/Shapes/Structure

Subject rests in its Enviornment and
is viewed 3 dimensionally 

Subject and Environment are reconstructed in the flatten 
space through multiple view ports at different angles.  

This creates a composition of many different views of the 
Subject and its Environment at one moment in time.

 Cubism was invented in Montmarte, Paris by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque. The two started 
working together in 1908 and by the following years their influences were seen throughout Paris and 
other parts of Europe.   The inspirations for cubism were first drawn from African Tribal Masks.  As 
time progressed and the movement developed different styles of cubism evolved. From 1908-1911 

Analytical Cubism was the main exploration.  By 1912, The Analytical Principles of Cubism 
would eventually lead Picasso to Synthetic cubism, which can be defined by a collage based 
composition.  Cubism has influenced much of the fine Arts, from sculpture and Architecture, to Music 
and Literature.

Deconstructing an Object

 All about Structure

 Breakdown of Form (to analyze) 

 No longer looking at emotion of a  
 painting but pure form

 3 dimensional shaded facets

Reconstructing the Object

 Right angles or straight lines favored in  
 the reconstruction of the objects.

 Removal of bright colors substituting  
 monochromatic earth colors- allows  
 the user to see the structure and  
 formwork of the painting and not be  
 distracted. 

 Multiple Viewpoints (seeing an object  
 from many angles at one or at different  
 moments in time) Overlapping   
 opaque/transparent planes

 Some areas of the paintings can be  
 sculptural
 
 Compact and dense toward the   
 focal/center of  the work becoming less  
 dense and larger planes moving closer  
 to the edge of the painting.

 Arrangement of planes appear to  
 extrude out of the canvas instead of  
 into the canvas which would create  
 depth

 Geometry and shading over objects and  
 lighting; Taking the form and   
 representing it with geometric shapes 58

Pablo Picasso, Girl with a Mandolin
Paris, spring 1910





T  h  e  s  i  s
Container, Content and their relationship towards phenomenology
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  Imagine sitting in a diner.  In this diner there are waiters and waitresses running 
from table to table scribbling orders.  Think about the taste of the appetizers as they are 
being enjoyed and focus on the smells and sounds from the kitchen as they complement 
the sensation.  Ponder the conversation that has been sparked over the spilled glass of 
water placed across the table.  Take a moment to feel the coolness of the silverware and 
the softness of the napkin as the hands place the utensils into position of the oncom-
ing dishes of food.  Toward the back of the room, mounted on a wall aligned toward the 
front of the table is a painting.  The painting itself is not of particular importance, but the 
way it is scaled and where it is placed hold great importance.  It is a painting of a diner.  
Not the diner that is derived from the beginning of this invitation, but an abstracted 
scene expressed by another’s thoughts and placed onto canvas.  For an instance or per-
haps longer there is an understanding developed from the observation of this fictional 
painting and the physical experiences of this imagined diner, a relationship established to 
the environment and its art. 

 The surrounding walls could have reminded many of a freshly poured concrete 
partition, in which the formwork had been removed just days before.  A unique dullness 
to the finish seemed to glisten from the walls accentuated by millions of small pours in 
which light vowed never to enter.  The forbidden arrangement had defined diminutive 
spaces of emptiness.  For anyone who dare venture close enough, a foreign scent of ag-
gregate would fill the nostrils as it wicked its way toward the surface.            
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 The floor was constructed out of a dark wood and polished to a semi enchant-
ing finish.  Looking down to tie a shoe lace or pick up a fallen piece of paper that may 
have slipped delicately through the fingers, a faint silhouette seemed to gaze back to-
ward the observer.  Not clear enough to establish identity but lucid enough to remain 
grounded to the surroundings.  Looking down the length of the corridor large areas of 
the floor had rubber-composite tiles placed near the thresholds of certain rooms.   As 
the hustle of shoes communicated the sound of gentle steps upon the wooden floor, 
the rubber titles became the demise to that expression.  The titles only allowed the 
sound of silent footsteps rendering the space in a more peaceful tone.  

 A door lay between two columns toward the end of a corridor.  Sunlight 
splashed across the surface of the door engaged in a constant struggle over darkness.   
As the day moved forward, shadows could be seen reclaiming the territory that was 
once occupied while the moonlight bathed the scene.   The door felt cool to the touch 
as if a cold breeze hit the skin on a hot summer night.  This door was mysterious; it was 
larger than many others that had been opened before this moment and had no win-
dows to glance into the unknown on the other side.  The handle seemed to grab hold 
of the hand, as if an old friend had reached out gesturing a hand shake which had not 
been felt for many years.  The soft click of the handle and a generous push against its 
unwillingness opened into an exhibition room. 

 Glancing down the center of the room vertical columns ran down each wall.  The 
columns were spaced evenly from one another, almost like telephone poles lining the 
side of a road.  On top of the columns rested beams compressed by the weight of the 
ceiling.  The horizontal and vertical elements of the architecture formed rectangular 
forms, defining layers of space and directing the eyes toward the farthest point of the 
room.          
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 Artifacts had been inserted respectfully into each layer of space, creating a pro-
portioned relationship to space.  Some of the content had been arranged in the layers 
closest to the entrance of the room balanced by items of scale which were placed far-
thest from the vantage point, allowing the three dimensional composition to flow. 

 A painting hung on the back wall filling almost the entire area of its surface.   Tak-
ing a moment to stare at the image one might feel as if they were glancing out a window 
or piercing into an extension of the room.  The content that had been placed so thought-
fully into each layer of space shared the same environmental properties as the painting 
on the wall.  The architecture had become fingers wrapped around a cup.  The cup was 
defined by the abstracted three dimensional artifacts dictated by the elemental proper-
ties of the painting.  The focal point of the painting represented the liquid being held 
within the cup.

 The overall exploration of this idea is connecting the interpersonal relationship of 
the observers and the art through the design of the architecture within the arts environ-
ment.  The implication of this thought was abstracted out of the design of museums, 
the ideas they hold and the social interaction applied to the spaces.  When many think 
of a museum of the 20th century they typical generate images of paintings mounted on 
white walls in large open rooms where observers stand next to one another gazing at an 
artist’s work. 

 Perhaps their vocal communication was warm and pleasant; their body language 
was cold and distant, standing next to each other shoulder to shoulder like soldiers hold-
ing a line on a distant battle field.  They became unable to react to each other’s smiles or 
frowns, the squinting of the eyes or raised eyebrows which may have fallen across each 
other’s faces while thoughts derived from their observation.     
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An emotional disconnection began to allure in the back of the mind.  For at that mo-
ment, all of the attention was focused on the painting. Although empowered by the 
artists work feelings of boredom would soon fallow, for the inability to share the expe-
rience of the work left the mind with no more need to investigate.  Turning a shoulder 
to the art and refocusing attention back upon the social aspect of the environment, 
the connection to the art was broken.

 “As ration metaphysics teaches that man becomes all things by understanding 
them, imaginative metaphysic shows that man becomes all things by not understand 
them… for when he does not understand he… becomes them by transforming himself 
into them.”  Vico, New Science.” ( Holl, Pallasmaa, Perez-Gomez)  The imagination, per-
haps the most complex and compelling attribute humans possess has been a mecha-
nism used for abstract problem-solving, creating identity and contemplating meanings 
towards existences, for it holds unlimited boundaries.  What is experience and why is it 
important to experience? Why is it important to see, hear, touch, smell, taste “things” 
on an intimate level.  For the processes of experience drives the imagination.  As the 
imagination creates visuals from the experience, thoughts become abstracted from 
the imagination.  From these thoughts emotional responses are developed, forming 
attachments to newly created ideas and perhaps past memories relating towards the 
event.  The ability to create ideas and allows humans to express emotional responses 
of experiences to social interaction, via the Arts; music, poetry, painting.    As ideas or 
memories are expressed and experienced on social settings, they are filter through dif-
ferent imaginations, thus continuing the evolutionary process of ideas.

 As the environment is disconnected from the art and the art disconnected from 
the environment, the user is split toward the experience of separate ideas, for the user 
is only able process one experience at a time. 
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The inability to connect each separate idea into one tangible experience creates com-
petition toward the experiences of each idea, thus enabling a struggle to understand 
meaning.  Out of this observation, many have pondered the process for which art is 
displayed in its environment.

 One response is the institutionalization of art, the implementation of the white 
room; a dulled-out almost emotionless space of neutrality.  As art is hung into a neutral 
environment, the space surrenders its identity, becoming the underdog to the art.  This 
allows for the establishment of a social hierarchy to the experience.  To intentionally un-
dermine the environment may amplify the work represented in the environment.  This 
process maybe justified under the conditions for which architecture may overpower the 
quantitative experience, stimulating the user to become more allured towards the build-
ing and less engaged with the art.  To allow the user to flourish in this realm of experi-
ence would render the museum counterintuitive towards the art it holds. 

 Although theses environments are justified, the unambiguous experiences of 
these environments seem to sabotage the user from an overall understanding of the 
artist and their work.  If the environment fails to reflect upon the art, the observer may 
not grasp a full comprehension towards the environmental conditions that may have in-
spired the artist to produce that form of expression.  One example of this type of situa-
tion is The Jean Tinguely Museum, located in Basel Switzerland designed by Mario Botta 
in 1996.   Although the location of the museum ties deeply to the area the artist grew up 
in, Victoria Newhouse, the author of “Towards a New Museum” describes the museum 
in the following description, “Despite the inclusion of evocative objects from the art-
ist’s life, such as his racing car as part of a piece by Eva Aeppli, the rigid circulation and 
formality seem antithetical to Tinguely’s work and personality.  His clanking sculptures , 
made of rusted, found parts look out of place in this pristine setting.  
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They are further diminished by conspicuous black light fixtures on the ceiling that bear 
an unnerving resemblance to components of the sculpture.”   This observation clearly 
establishes the disconnection of an environmental relationship to the content it repre-
sents.  For any attempt to understand the artist identity and further comprehension of 
his work becomes lost in translation to the neutrality of the environment.

 Standing in the massive hallway looking to the right, a bead of sweat dripped 
from the brim of the eye.  A corridor with a sign displaying “water-color paintings” 
could barely be made through the large unfamiliar crowd.  To the left was a gallery that 
held Egyptian sculptures and one hundred steps forward would place the experience 
into the contemporary part of the museum.  The map that was given at the admis-
sions counter with an admission ticket and copy of the receipt had seemed to elude 
its owner, leaving the owner feeling lost with no sense of direction, no connection to 
the environment.  The observation of art had now become a chore, for that little piece 
of paper had been the thread to the buttons on a jacket.  With the thread removed, 
the buttons had fallen to the floor and the jacket no longer seemed to keep its occu-
pant warm, safe or secure.  So much weight, so much importunacy, so much devotion 
placed onto a single piece of paper, instead of the institutions most prized positions, 
its art. 

 The New York Metropolitan Museum of Art is a prime example of this type strug-
gle. “At the time a number of art professionals, including the realist painter Fairfield 
Porter and the historians Linda Nochlin and Harry Bober, questioned the advisability of 
housing so many departments under one roof rather than allowing smaller museums 
to develop throughout the city. 
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Probably the most prescient argument was that of the art and architectural historian 
Rudolf Wittkower, who remarked that the Metropolitan’s size would make increasingly 
difficult its prime task of letting an individual’s work “speak for itself.”” (Towards a New 
Museum,  Newhouse, 1998, pg. 141) 

 To allow an individual’s work to speak for itself can become a challenge when the 
room the work speaks into is filled with equally strong voices of other artists, distract-
ing the observer from an intimate undivided conversation.  Just as the observation was 
made regarding environmental conditions and the potential to distract the observer 
from the experience of art placed within that environment, the same competitive condi-
tions are develop through the placement of diversely themed works being placed side 
by side.  Instead of an intimate experience of what an idea maybe from one individual’s 
expression, the observer becomes disconnected through vague experiences of many 
ideas expressed through many different personalities.  This creates a broad understand-
ings form the observations. The observer’s interactions with the neutral spaces filled 
with unrelated ideas become unchallenging or under stimulating through this type of 
interaction.  The observer is only visually stimulated by the show and tell approach of 
viewing art.         

 A constant unambiguous experience from these institutionalized environments 
may create a form of dependency.  From this form of experience begins the process 
of depriving the imagination and hindering a means towards understand, for these un-
ambiguous environments instruct the user of what to see and how to see it.  In doing 
so creating a dependency towards one single institutionalized interpretation of how to 
think, how to feel, how to perceive, disconnecting a push towards the imagination thus 
an understanding and even evolution of the art.                 
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 Perhaps there is a way to allow users to experience one overall ambiguous experi-
ence of a place or space to provoke the imagination and obtain a better understanding 
towards an idea.  Perhaps it is the influences of an environmental condition that has 
been downplayed so much in fear of the competitive components instead of up played 
and explored to enhance “one” overall collective experience, for example, the evolution 
of the automobile.  The automobile although consider a mundane experience, humans 
have fallen in love with the relationship.  For when a driver steps inside of an automobile 
they are stimulated by different smells as they pass through cities and turn onto differ-
ent streets.  They hear different noises of engines and different pitches of the wind as 
the wind hits their faces and messes with their hair.  Drivers add soundtracks to express 
their experience as they drive by reaching over and clicking a button.  The driver is visu-
ally captivated by the ever changing landscapes.  The driver is undergoing one overall ac-
tivity; driving and all the sensory stimulations define the experience.  What if cars drove 
themselves, would individuals see cars as a means to express or just a boring tool used 
to transport themselves to another location.

  Parks and gardens form one overall experience.  For the park does not com-
pete with the gardens but compliments the experiences of all the sounds, colors, smells 
and textures that are affiliated with the experiences.

 Marfa Texas is one example of these places.  There are old air force hangers lo-
cated on a piece of property that have been converted into just the right expressions 
to establish a connection towards the environmental conditions and the content that 
is placed within the space.   Maybe it is the content of the space that has influence a 
relationship to the environmental conditions through the expression of materiality and 
proportional placement.  Either way both systems complement the overall experiences 
of the idea.
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 A museum for Jackson Pollock was never constructed but the environmental con-
ditions designed by the architect and the artist would have allowed a user to perhaps 
experiences the artists work in such a different matter then traditional means, perhaps 
provoking the imagination.  For the canvas paintings were the size of a wall and un-
framed, allowing the user of the space to use the landscape of the exterior environment 
to frame the paintings that represent and organic arrangement of paint.  Mirrors and 
other light manipulation devices were designed into the plan allowing the user to inter-
act in 3 dimensional illusion that was connected to the two dimensional paintings.

 The Barns Museum, which has been under the chopping block for the collection 
to become institutionalized, has been an ongoing natural process that the owner of the 
home has collected over the decades.  The art that is held within the house has given 
identity to the home, thus the home giving identity to the art displayed.  Each wall in the 
home represents a different page in a book, telling a different piece of the overall story.  
To observe the art in such an intimate setting, in a way that has personally touched an 
individual’s daily life cannot be authenticated in an institutional setting.    

  Perhaps the movement of abstract or contemporary art is a reaction to the ever 
disconnecting relationships society is building towards art.  Today many are finding it 
hard to define what is and isn’t art.  Maybe the more abstract art becomes is a result of 
the artist trying to reactivating the imagination due to the environmental disconnections 
many are experiencing into days society.  For the great masterpieces of the world were 
not created in white neutral rooms, but were influenced by the artists social and envi-
ronmental experiences, some experiences good, some perhaps not so good. However 
each experience created an ability to connect to the imagination and understand the 
world in a different perspective
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The imagination provokes thoughts and memories which embrace emotions and birth 
ideas.  From these ideas gives a means to express thought back into a social or environ-
mental condition, thus allowing the process to continue for future generations. 
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A   S i t e
selection / site analyzes
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Art Museums/Community Represents 1/4 Mile Distance

Toronto, Ontario, CA
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Art Museums/Community Represents 1/4 Mile Distance

Chicago, Illinois, USA
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Art Museums/Community Represents 1/4 Mile Distance

Chicago, Illinois, USA

Art Museums/Community Represents 1/4 Mile Distance

Detroit, Michigan, USA
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S i t e   S e l e c t i o n
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S i t e   A l a n y s i s
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study of facades

micro images

north of I-75 off Erskine St. between John R and Brush Detroit, Michigan

N

Renaissance Center
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study of facades

micro images

north of I-75 off Erskine St. between John R and Brush Detroit, Michigan

N

Renaissance Center
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D e s i g n   P r o c e s s
framing/3rds/layering......EXPLORATION
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Framing - Layering of Space/Time - Thirds Rule - 
Cubism Principle

layering of space: conceptual columnssurrounding environment    Frames    viewport

second viewport 
is framed by the 
pervious using 
the thirds rule. 
This establishes 
a perception of 
linear time.  Both 
viewports are 
positioned to 
view ONE 3 
dimensional 
scene at 
different 
angles/depth.

viewport/mirror1

viewport/mirror2architectural framing devices (columns)

* Viewports are large 
   scaled mirros

viewport 1

viewport 2

observer

3 dimensional scene

5.
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Thirds Rule of Photography - powerful images
have been generated using this rule of 
photography

Defining space into layers/time using architectural 
elements such as columns to frame an exterior
view that was designed through the Thirds 
Rule photography

00:00:00

00:05:00

00:10:00

3.

A camera can be used to frame space.  This idea 
goes beyond the camera and into the physical world,
using architectural elements as framing devices
to direct the attention of an observer to a viewpoint

1. 2.

Studying the way cubist paintings use many 
view ports to generate different views 
of ONE object from several vantage points or moments 
in time and arranging the views into one 
composition.  

4.

view ports/ individual framing devices
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Sketch Model 
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Digital Models
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b u i l d i n g

P r o g r a m
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P  R  O  G  R  A  M
1. Kitchen
2. Office
3. Lounge
4. Bathroom
5. Gallery Space
6. Garden

1 2

3

4

4

5 6
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P  R  O  G  R  A  M
1. Kitchen
2. Office
3. Lounge
4. Bathroom
5. Gallery Space
6. Garden

1 2

3

4

4

5 6
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1

2

3

4

a

b

c

d

e

f



1 2

3 4
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a

b c
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e f
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b u i l d i n g

D o c u m e n t a t i o n
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West Elevation
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North Elevation
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East Elevation
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South Elevation
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C o n c l u s i o n The conclusion of this exploration is that there may not be a conclu-
sion.  After a year’s worth of reading and research, the door has just 
been opened.  Although this project has come to an end the idea to 
push the exploration of landscape will dwell with me.  Questions have 
been brought to my attention as, what does it mean to be aware and 
can a designer allow others to become aware?  Is it one single moment 
that designers design for, if at all that’s what they are searching for or 
is it a serious of events, an experience of place that maybe brought to 
attention.  3 dimensional space can be viewed just as a 2 dimensional 
canvas, however the 3 dimensional designer carries great opportuni-
ties, for they can allow their users to feel, smell, hear, and even taste.  
If a designer is able to generate emotion form their work; good, sad, 
happy, hopeful, then they don’t allow conformity to exist.  They’ve 
tapped into something great, something that makes us human.     
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